IN THE MATTER OF THE GENERIC 
INVESTIGATION INTO U S WEST 
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.'S 
COMPLIANCE WITH CERTAIN 
WHOLESALE PRICING REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR UNBUNDLED NETWORK 
ELEMENTS AND RESALE DISCOUNTS 

STAFF’S POSITION ON THE TNS PAYMENT ISSUE

On November 8, 2002, Qwest Corporation ("Qwest") filed a request for clarification of the Commission’s May 9, 2002 Procedural Order. Qwest stated in its request that it has not made final payment of $10,000.00 to TNS because of the late delivery of the customer location data and the failure of TNS to deliver the back-up data that Qwest states would have permitted it to audit the TNS results. Qwest Request for Clarification at p. 2.  

TNS’ position was set forth in correspondence to Qwest dated September 27, 2002: 

...[I]t is our belief that our obligation to Qwest ended with the production and dissemination of the input data for AZ. Per the Az commission’s May order in DOCKET No. T-00000A-00-0194 TNS was to provide “data processing services” under specific requirements and that “AT&T/WorldCom shall pay one-half of TNS’ data processing costs, and Qwest shall pay one-half of TNS’ data processing costs.” Thus, as this is the only guidance provided to TNS Telecoms surrounding the creation of the input data, the viewpoint that TNS Telecoms is also obligated to provide additional support and documentation was never mutually agreed to.” 

---

1 To-date Qwest has paid TNS only $5,000.00 on its total bill of $15,000.00.
Staff agrees with TNS on this issue, and believes that Qwest should be required to immediately remit all outstanding payments to TNS. The May 9, 2002, Procedural Order in Phase II directed Qwest, AT&T Communications of the Mountain States, Inc. (“AT&T”) and WorldCom, Inc. (“WorldCom”) to provide the updated year 2000 customer location data to TNS so TNS could process the data through the HAI model as it had done before. TNS produced the run requested by the Commission. If there was ever any question as to the nature and extent of TNS’ obligations, it was resolved by the Commission’s final Phase II Opinion and Order, Decision No. 64922. In addition, Qwest made the same argument that TNS had not timely made available or had not made available at all certain data in its petition for rehearing filed July 2, 2002. The Petition was subsequently deemed denied by operation of law.

In conclusion, the Commission should order Qwest to immediately remit payment to TNS in the amount of $10,000.00.
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